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WHO WE ARE AND WHERE WE ARE LOCATED
Alaska Sea Grant, one of 34 Sea
Grant programs nationwide, is a
statewide program headquartered at
the University of Alaska Fairbanks.
Sea Grant has been serving Alaska
for over 50 years. Our work supports
healthy coastal resources, strong
economies, and vibrant communities.
We do this through research,
education, and outreach via Marine
Advisory agents who live and work
in eight coastal communities across
Alaska. n

UA is an AA/EO employer and educational institution and prohibits illegal discrimination against any individual: www.alaska.edu/nondiscrimination.
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LETTER FROM THE DIRECTOR
“Tell me and I forget, teach me and I may remember, involve me and I learn.”
—Xun Kuang, Chinese Confucian philosopher, 312–230 BC

Alaska Sea Grant is very much in the business of involving people.
Our workshops involve people in hands-on learning; our fellowships
and internships involve students in agencies and communities; our
research involves scientists and graduate students in addressing emerging and long-term issues; and
our technical assistance involves Alaskans in addressing our state’s current and future challenges.
Our in-person and online programs cover topics from marine safety, policy and business, to food
safety, permit assistance and seafood processing. These programs contribute to a diverse and skilled
workforce.

We involve students of all ages. To increase our educational impact, we published our long-running
Strait Science lecture series on YouTube, resulting in the development of a college credit class for
Nome-Beltz High School students. We involved elementary and middle school students in science
camps, involved graduate and undergraduate students in research, and involved postgraduate Alaska
Sea Grant State Fellows in important work by state and federal agencies and other organizations.
We continued our new Community Engaged Internship program to involve undergraduate students
from underrepresented and indigenous communities in local projects.
Thanks for reading about some of the highlights of our activities and programs over the past year.
While we wish we could share everything we’ve done, this selection gives you a feel for how we
conduct our work to enhance the sustainable use and conservation of Alaska’s marine, coastal, and
watershed resources through research, education, and extension. We welcome you to reach out to
see how you can get involved with Alaska Sea Grant.
Best wishes,

Ginny L. Eckert, PhD
Alaska Sea Grant Director

Marine safety training

$1.2 million
Economic benefit from
commercial fishermen
safety training

31

Commercial fishermen
completed Coast Guardapproved safety classes

$316,776

Economic benefit
from federal employees
safety training

246

Jobs sustained or created

48

Businesses supported
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High school students
trained in marine safety

Seafood safety training

$256,920

Economic benefit from
Better Process Control
training

$2.5 million
Economic benefit from
HACCP training

65

Seafood industry
professionals trained

Federal fisheries
employees trained

41
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Supporting Alaska’s $6.4 billion commercial
fishing and seafood processing industry

6,000

Event participants

92

Meetings and workshops
organized or sponsored

34

Jobs supported

KEEPING ALASKA’S HARBORS CLEAN
Alaska Sea Grant and the Alaska Department of
Environmental Conservation (ADEC) worked
together to address water quality in Alaska’s harbors.
Alaska Sea Grant State Fellow, Tav Ammu, worked
with ADEC on a clean boating research, outreach and
education program.
Ammu conducted a survey of boat owners,
community members and harbormasters to better
understand waste disposal practices and local
conditions in Alaska harbors. More than 200
respondents answered questions about their local
harbors, personal practices and concerns.

HEALTHY COASTAL ECOSYSTEMS
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“One thing we learned from this survey, as well as
previous ones conducted by Alaska Clean Harbors, is
that signs are the preferred way to communicate rules
and regulations, and to inform harbor users about best
practices,” said Ammu.

Based on this insight, Ammu initiated a student art
competition in Ninilchik and Dillingham, where
students were encouraged to design and submit art
for harbor signs to illustrate what clean harbors mean
to them. A new sign at Ninilchik Harbor features the
artwork of Kate Hendryx, the winner of the Ninilchik
School competition. A second sign featuring the
Dillingham school’s winning art by kindergarten
student Sharon Souvannakasy was installed at the port
in Dillingham this summer. The durable metal signs
are part of a campaign by Alaska Sea Grant to teach
and encourage harbor waste disposal best practices.
Ammu reflected, “It’s really great that we can make
these signs using artwork from kids, to share an
important message about keeping harbors clean—it
isn’t just about keeping things clean now, it’s also
about making things better for the next generation.” n

Healthy coastal ecosystems
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HOW ACIDIC ARE OUR WATERS?
Alaska’s coastal waters are some of the world’s most
productive and commercially valuable ecosystems.
Ocean acidification—a decrease in ocean pH caused
by increasing concentrations of carbon dioxide—is
expected to impact these ecosystems, but little is
known about current conditions and how they change
over time and space.
Alaska Sea Grant-funded research is gaining insight
into how pH conditions are changing in Alaska’s
nearshore waters. In collaboration with Alaska
EPSCoR, NOAA’s Kasitsna Bay Lab and the
Kachemak Bay Estuarine Research Reserve, University
of Alaska Fairbanks graduate student James Currie
and professor Amanda Kelley are measuring ocean
chemistry with autonomous underwater pH sensors
called SeaFETs (Sea Field Effect Transistors).
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Kelley and Currie’s research is characterizing
variability in pH that occurs naturally from year
to year in nearshore ecosystems. This information
provides a baseline to compare against future pH
changes and to learn how ocean acidification may
be affecting the physiology of animals that live in
these habitats. “The key to determining the role
that ocean acidification might play in nearshore
biological communities in the future lies in increased
understanding of present-day carbonate system
dynamics” said Kelley. “Increasing our knowledge of
nearshore pH dynamics will help detangle natural
versus human-caused pH variability.” This work may
also be useful in determining areas that may be most
successful for future shellfish and seaweed farming. n

TOXINS IN ARCTIC FOOD WEBS
Ocean warming increases the likelihood of toxic
algal blooms and the risk of paralytic shellfish
poisoning (PSP) in birds, mammals and humans.
During the unusually warm summer of 2019,
scientists in the Arctic measured paralytic shellfish
toxins in different layers of the food web, looking at
phytoplankton, zooplankton, benthic clams, benthic
worms and pelagic fish. They also examined samples
from walruses and bowhead whales harvested for
subsistence.

the Beaufort, Chukchi and Bering Seas were toxic
enough to cause PSP symptoms if eaten by coastal
residents. Muscle and blubber of marine mammals
had lower toxin levels. Ongoing studies are looking to
determine whether other walrus tissues or organs may
accumulate saxitoxins.
This information is published as a summary of
research findings that is available as a free download
from our online bookstore. n

Alaska Sea Grant and partners distilled the key
findings of this research to help the residents
of western and northern Alaska understand the
evolving risk of paralytic shellfish toxins in the
Arctic marine food web. Key findings were that
clams had the highest toxin concentrations of any
of the species tested. Some of these clams from
Healthy coastal ecosystems
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IDENTIFYING TRAINING
NEEDS FOR FISHERMEN
Alaska’s seafood industry is the economic backbone of
many coastal communities. Seafood harvesting jobs
pay well, and yet getting into the business is not easy.
Commercial fishing demands a range of skills, from
business know-how, to mechanics, to understanding
regulatory and safety requirements. The success and
sustainability of the fishing industry depends on a welltrained workforce.
Alaska Sea Grant launched a new project to address
the challenges facing the next generation of fishermen
by scoping regional training needs. The project, called
Food from the Sea: Supporting the Next Generation of
Alaska’s Seafood Harvesters and Growers, will inform
future workforce development efforts, and is spurred
by the Young Fishermen’s Development Act, legislation
supported by Alaska’s congressional delegation.
Alaska Sea Grant hosted listening sessions over the past
year to gather information from stakeholders involved
in fisheries workforce development across the state.
These sessions identified existing and needed resources
and training to support new fishermen in Alaska.

SUSTAINABLE FISHERIES AND AQUACULTURE
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Alaska Sea Grant has a long history supporting and
training new fishermen. Our offerings include the
Alaska Young Fishermen’s Summit, crew training
courses, and the FishBiz website, which shares resources
and business tools for commercial seafood harvesters.
Tribal, community and nonprofit organizations have
also been supporting their members and fleets. Still,
training gaps exist, and Alaska Sea Grant is identifying
those needs and developing strategies to meet them. n
Sustainable fisheries and aquaculture
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RISKS OF COPPER FOR SALMON
In Alaska’s Bristol Bay region, the potential for toxic
mine waste to contaminate water and threaten worldclass salmon runs is a concern. Copper is of particular
concern because toxicity to fish occurs at variable and
low concentrations.
With funding from Alaska Sea Grant, researchers
at the University of Alaska Fairbanks are seeking to
resolve this uncertainty. The team, which includes
graduate student Drew Porter and advisors Dr.
Benjamin Barst and Dr. Matthew Wooller, completed
a study to determine the danger copper poses to
Alaska’s sockeye, coho and Chinook salmon. The
study confirmed that given the water conditions
found in the Bristol Bay region, current EPA models
underestimate predicted harm to these fish.
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These empirical data are useful for increasing the
accuracy of copper toxicity risk assessments for
Pacific salmon species at a sensitive juvenile life
stage under water conditions specific to Alaska. The
study highlights the need to update copper toxicity
predictions and establish water quality criteria. n

SEAWEED WORKFORCE TRAINING
Seaweed farming is a major industry worldwide, and
the United States imports more than 95%—19
million tons—of its edible seaweed. Alaska has folks
interested in producing home-grown seaweed and an
ideal environment for it. However, the lack of largescale processing capacity and guidance hinder the
development and expansion of the domestic seaweed
farming industry in Alaska
and the nation.
To address this need, Alaska
Sea Grant hosted a threeday hands-on workshop
covering the fundamentals
of commercial seaweed
processing and
Visit our
bookstore to
handling. The workshop
get a copy
consisted of activities
and presentations from

industry professionals, scientists, and specialists,
including Alaska Sea Grant’s mariculture specialist
Melissa Good, marketing specialist Quentin Fong, and
seafood technology specialist Chris Sannito. Training
sessions were led by experts from Blue Evolution,
Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation,
National Sea Grant Law Center, and others. The
workshop was supported by the Alaska Fisheries
Development Foundation and Southwest Alaska
Municipal Conference.
Content for the workshop was based on Seaweed
Handling and Processing: Guidelines for Alaska,
published by Alaska Sea Grant. This guide helps
individuals and companies better understand what is
involved as they decide whether to enter the seaweed
processing industry, and to provide industry handling
and primary processing standards for food-grade kelp
products. n
Sustainable fisheries and aquaculture
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SUPERVISOR TRAINING
FOR SEAFOOD
PROCESSORS
Alaska Sea Grant and the Applied Business
program at the University of Alaska Fairbanks
Community and Technical College are
collaborating to offer leadership and supervisory
skills training for workers in the seafood processing
industry. The first workshops were hosted at the
Kodiak Seafood and Marine Science Center in
April.

APPRECIATING THE SMALL GUYS
In the world of commercial fisheries management and
Pacific salmon research, jack salmon haven’t received as
much attention as their larger relatives. Jacks are male
salmon that mature and spawn at a younger age than
other adults. While their small size makes them difficult
to count and of lower value for commercial purposes,
in some years jacks comprise as much as 50% of the
male mating population. Because jacks aren’t always
monitored, their contribution to salmon populations is
not well understood.
Using data available through NOAA’s Auke Creek
Research Station, Alaska Sea Grant-funded researchers
Erika King, Dr. Megan McPhee, and Dr. David Tallmon
examined the role that jacks play in salmon population
and evolutionary dynamics. The study found that jacks
fathered 23% of the adults returning to spawn and that
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jack presence in the population increased genetic
diversity by 13%.
“This is compelling evidence that jacks should
not be ignored in the study, monitoring, and
management of Pacific salmon,” said King, who
recently graduated with her MS from the University
of Alaska Fairbanks College of Fisheries and Ocean
Sciences.
These research findings have the potential to guide
Alaska’s hatchery practices to better mimic the
mating strategies of wild salmon stocks and ensure
continued genetic variation. n

Mark Young, UAF associate professor and program
chair of Applied Business, was eager to take part
in this effort. “The chance to support an industry
that is vital to the state of Alaska through my work
in professional development seemed like a perfect
fit.” He added, “I have long admired the work
that Alaska Sea Grant does through the Marine
Advisory Program and am excited to be working
with them.”
Alaska’s seafood processing industry is the state’s
largest manufacturer with more than 26,000 annual
workers based at more than 165 seafood facilities.
This workforce is composed of people with diverse
cultures, genders, languages and educational
backgrounds. The practical and interactive
workshops include Spanish and Tagalog translation
and complement Alaska Sea Grant’s established
Alaska Seafood Processing Leadership Institute
for experienced, rising leaders and managers in the
industry. n
Sustainable fisheries and aquaculture
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COMMUNITY- DRIVEN ADAPTATION
Residents of Southeast Alaska are used to rain and
snow. As the climate changes, however, the region has
experienced hotter and drier conditions, as well as other
unusual weather events. Extreme heat and drought
conditions occurred between 2016 and 2019, creating
stress on infrastructure and natural systems. While
drought conditions ended in 2019, extreme wind, rain
and snow events, including landslides in populated areas,
continue to impact coastal communities in this region.
The Alaska Center for Climate Assessment and Policy
(ACCAP), a NOAA-funded program at the University
of Alaska Fairbanks, hosted a workshop to address these
threats. Alaska Sea Grant’s coastal community resilience
specialist, Davin Holen, led the effort together with
partner organizations.
The workshop aimed to assist with development of
community-driven adaptation strategies that will serve
the specific needs, challenges and opportunities of remote
communities. Topics included weather and climate,
streams and salmon, freshwater and marine environments,
the forest environment, and socioeconomics. Participants
learned about recent research and decision support tools
relevant to their adaptation planning needs.

RESILIENT COMMUNITIES AND ECONOMIES
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Resilient communities and economies

Holen noted, “The workshop provided the chance to
come together as a community in conversations that will
lead to further collaborations among researchers, agencies,
tribes, and community entities. By bringing together
a wide variety of stakeholders in Southeast Alaska to
develop adaptation strategies, we are able to harness
a diversity of thought, knowledge, and experience to
develop solutions that will have local applicability and
support, and thus will be more likely to succeed.” n
Resilient communities and economies
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ENVIRONMENTAL LITERACY
AND WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

COASTLINES AND STORM IMPACTS
Coastal communities across the Bristol Bay region are
facing significant environmental change as the climate
warms. For many west and northwest Alaska coastal
communities, long, cold winters produce a barrier
of sea ice along the coast, protecting against erosion
and infrastructure damage. As the Arctic warms, this
ice barrier forms later and breaks up sooner. The
result is fall storms causing greater flooding and
erosion, threatening critical marine and nearshore
infrastructure.
To help communities understand, respond and adapt
to these changes, University of Alaska Fairbanks
professor Chris Maio and PhD student Reyce
Bogardus are collecting baseline coastline data in
Dillingham, Naknek and Nelson Lagoon.
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wave buoys, tidal gauges, Real-Time Kinematic GPS,
drones, and time-lapse cameras to map and model
coastal hazards. Tribal environmental coordinators
and other local stakeholders participate in the research
and provide feedback to ensure that data align with
community planning needs.
“We are working to improve the documentation of
storm events in these places so that long-term trends
in the frequency and extent of storm-driven erosion
and flooding can be analyzed,” explained Bogardus.
Coastal erosion threatens roads, buildings, water
lines and sewer facilities in Bristol Bay. Quantifying
the extent and rate of erosion will help communities
develop effective mitigation strategies. n

The research, funded in part by Alaska Sea Grant,
uses land- and ocean-based instruments including
Resilient communities and economies

Environmental literacy and workforce development
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CONNECTING YOUTH TO THEIR
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
In partnership with the Sustainable Southeast
Partnership, and Scott Roberge, a colleague with the
Petersburg Marine Mammal Center, Alaska Sea Grant’s
Sunny Rice spent two days guiding participants in the
Alaska Youth Stewards program on an overnight marine
mammal experience. The program offers experiential
education, on-the-job training, career counseling and
job placement for rural Southeast Alaskans ages 16–25,
and supports them on the path to higher education and
employment in natural resource stewardship.
In Petersburg, Rice led a five-day camp for middle
school students focused on exploring field biology
methods and learning about science-related careers
in Southeast Alaska. The campers took a boat trip
from Petersburg to Frederick Sound to observe marine
mammals, visited Blind Slough and Ohmer Creek to
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learn about freshwater biology, and hiked the Three
Lakes Trail where they learned botany and wildlife
biology.
“Each day has a different focus,” explained Rice. “One
day it’s the marine environment. One day it’s freshwater.
One day is terrestrially focused. One day we look at the
intertidal zone. This year, the camp also had a water
theme, so we explored how water is important in each
of the different environments.”
Kids, aged 11 to 13, attended the Coastal Connections
Camp led by Alaska Sea Grant’s education specialist
Leigh Lubin in Valdez. The experiential learning camp
focused on coastal ecosystems and self development.
Activities included hands-on science experiments,
kayaking, creative arts, paddleboarding and personal
journaling. n

COMMUNITY- ENGAGED INTERNS
For a second consecutive summer, Alaska Sea Grant
hosted students through the Sea Grant Community
Engaged Undergraduate Internship program, a
national initiative to mentor and train undergraduate
students interested in marine and coastal professions.
CEI interns focus on place-based research, outreach,
education, or communication that respects and
integrates local ways of knowing.

Intern Avery Herrman-Sakamoto worked in her
hometown of Petersburg with local Alaska Sea Grant
agent Sunny Rice to develop a harvest camp for adults
new to harvesting plants and animals in Southeast
Alaska. Avery, a recent Petersburg High School
graduate, drew upon personal experience and training
in Lingít (Tlingit) language, culture, and harvest
practices to design and teach the workshop.

CEI intern Selah Judge worked with Davin Holen,
Alaska Sea Grant’s coastal community resilience
specialist, to develop and deploy a survey for
participants in the seasonal dipnet fishery on the
Kenai and Kasilof Rivers in Southcentral Alaska. The
results of the survey will inform new outreach and
engagement tools targeting Anchorage’s immigrant
and underserved populations.

“Mentoring Avery was the start of a great
collaboration,” said Sunny Rice. “I’m not looking at
this internship as just a one-and-done. We’re already
brainstorming other projects to work on together and
I hope she’ll look to me for mentorship as she starts
classes.” n

Environmental literacy and workforce development
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COMMUNITY ENGAGED INTERNSHIP

Community Engaged Internship
Recruiting diverse and
underrepresented college students in
coastal, ocean and marine sciences.

4

Students hosted
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ALASKA SEA GRANT STATE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

Class of 2022

Alaska Sea Grant hosted Community Engaged Interns (CEI). The program
is coordinated with a national initiative to mentor and train undergraduate
students who are interested in marine and coastal professions and are from
indigenous or underrepresented communities. Sea Grant programs across
the country identify place-based projects that engage interns in research,
outreach, education or communications. In addition to receiving individual
mentoring from the local project host, the interns become part of a national
cohort, which meets online for professional development and networking.

Edie Mari

Selah Judge

Avery Herrman-Sakamoto

Expanding Ocean Acidification Engagement
Anchorage, Alaska

Evaluating Extension Needs among
Underrepresented Populations
Anchorage, Alaska

Intertidal Harvest Camp
Petersburg, Alaska

Benjamin Americus

Juliana Cornett

James Currie

Karen Grosskreutz

Noelle Helder

Alaska Fisheries
Development Foundation

NOAA Alaska Fisheries
Science Center

NOAA Fisheries Alaska
Region Aquaculture
Program

Indigenous Aquaculture
Collaborative

Alaska Center for
Energy and Power

Sean Kelly

Clay McKean

Robin McKnight

Alaska Sea Grant

North Pacific Fisheries
Management Council

Alaska Sea Grant

Jamie Musbach

Drew Porter

National Marine
Fisheries Service
Protected Resources
Division

NOAA Alaska Fisheries
Science Center
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Douglas Shaftel

Michelle Trifari

Harmony Wayner

Alaska Mariculture
Alliance

NOAA National Marine
Fisheries Service Protected
Resources Division

NOAA Marine Debris
Program

Graduate students since 2015
Building Alaska’s future marine and coastal resource
management workforce. Encouraging bright,
enthusiastic new professionals to launch their careers
in the state.
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ALASKA SEA GRANT
RESEARCH TRAINEES

Reyce Bogardus PhD geoscience

Erika King MS fisheries

Dana Bloch MS oceanography

Elizabeth Mik’aq Lindley PhD fisheries

Increasing the capacity of Alaskan coastal communities to adapt and
respond to storm-driven coastal hazards

Southeast Alaska trolling vessel ocean measurement program

Kristopher Carroll MS interdisciplinary geospatial data science
Climate-driven Arctic coastline modeling: improving erosion
forecasts for communities

James Currie MS marine biology

Geographic variation of nearshore carbonate chemistry in the Gulf of
Alaska

Cassandra Dahl MS fisheries

A transformative approach to rapidly assess critical life history and
energetic responses of fish to environmental change

Muriel Dittrich MS marine biology

Development of cultivation protocols for the red seaweed, dulse, to
support traditional food systems in Southeast Alaska

Amy Hendricks PhD atmospheric sciences

Supporting coastal community resilience in Alaska: an evaluation of
the sea ice for walrus outlook
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ALASKA SEA GRANT FACULTY AND STAFF

Environmental literacy and workforce development

Gabe Dunham

Ginny Eckert

Tav Ammu

Molly Cain

Quentin Fong

Marine Advisory
Agent, Dillingham

Associate Director for
Research, Fairbanks

MAP Leader and
Fisheries Specialist,
Juneau

Ashley Dunker

Director, Juneau

Program and Event
Coordinator, Kodiak

Seafood Marketing
Specialist, Kodiak

Melissa Good

Davin Holen

Jared Jeffery

Leigh Lubin

Julie Matweyou

Dawn Montano

Marine Advisory
Agent, Kodiak

Publications Specialist
and Bookstore
Manager, Fairbanks

Reassessing hatchery mating policy in Alaska: is non-selective
mating unnatural?

Pink Arctic: patterns, processes, and consequences of
increasing Pacific salmon in the high north

Jamie Musbach MS fisheries

Metabolic and growth physiology of early life history stages of
the northern spot shrimp, Pandalus platyceros

Mariculture Specialist,
Kodiak Seafood and
Marine Science Center
coordinator, Kodiak

Coastal Community
Resilience Specialist,
Anchorage

Grant Fiscal Officer,
Anchorage

Marine Education
Specialist, Valdez

Drew Porter MS marine biology

Copper toxicity to Bristol Bay sockeye salmon larvae under
field-relevant water quality conditions

Emily Reynolds MS marine biology

The relationship between oyster farms and their environment,
a sea otter’s perspective

Chris Sergeant PhD fisheries

Assessing the resilience of Southeast Alaskan salmon to a
shifting freshwater environment

Brian Ulaski PhD marine biology

Julie Parshall

Dave Partee

Sunny Rice

Chris Sannito

Gay Sheffield

Caleb Taylor

Program Administrator,
Fairbanks

Technology and
Communications,
Fairbanks

Marine Advisory
Agent, Petersburg

Seafood Technology
Specialist, Kodiak

Marine Advisory
Agent, Nome

Seafood Workforce
Development
Coordinator, Kodiak

The importance of seaweed wrack as habitat and resource
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ALASKA SEA GRANT BY THE NUMBERS
<1%
1%

Operating Revenue

20%

University of Alaska funds

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

492

K–12 students educated in
marine science
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University of Alaska Fairbanks Northwest Campus

Kaja Brix, Arctic Program Director
NOAA Fisheries Alaska Region

Diana Evans, Deputy Director

North Pacific Fishery Management Council

Nicole Kimball, Vice President

Pacific Seafood Processors Association

Michael Kohan, Seafood Technical Program Director
Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute

Jon Kurland, Alaska Regional Administrator
NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service

Scott Lindsey, Acting Regional Director
NOAA National Weather Service

Vera Metcalf, Director

Eskimo Walrus Commission at Kawerak, Inc.

Hazel Nelson, Board of Directors
Bristol Bay Native Corporation
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44

Grants

46%

Businesses
sustained or created

Program income
Donations (cash and in-kind)

33%

K–12 educators trained

Chair: Lea Klingert, President, Commercial Fishing and Agriculture Bank

Barb Amarok, Director

ASG core funds (federal and match)

Kris Norosz, Petersburg

<1%

Pete Pinney, Acting Director

Agriculture, Natural Resources and Extension, UAF

Aaron Poe, Network Program Officer
Alaska Conservation Foundation

Dave Reggiani, Aquaculture Expert

Prince William Sound Aquaculture Corporation

Expenditures

7%
8%

537

Fishermen/processors
trained

Outreach, education and
communications

240

Jobs sustained
or created

Research and student fellowships
Program management

24%
60%

State and Knauss fellowships
Program development

Tara Riemer, President and CEO, Alaska SeaLife Center
Ralph Samuels, Vice President of Government and

Community Relations, Princess Cruises/Holland America

Chris Siddon, Marine Fisheries Scientist

Operating Revenue

Alaska Department of Fish and Game

Dee Williams, Deputy Regional Director
US Geological Survey

Sheyna Wisdom, Executive Director
Alaska Ocean Observing System
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Graduate students
worked on Alaska Sea
Grant–funded research

4,870

Publications distributed

Expenditures

ASG core funds
(SG Federal)

$2,058,256

Outreach, education &
communications

$2,172,961

University of Alaska funds

$1,504,980

Research and student
fellowships

$876,014

$887,780

Program management

$302,288

State and Knauss fellowships

$243,522

Grants
Program income
Donations (cash and in-kind)

$38,388
$3,850

Program development

$6,256
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